Abs@~ct-An algorithm is proposed for self-tuning optimal fixed-lag smoothing or filtering for hear discrete-time multivariable processes. A z-transfer function solution to the discrete multivariable estimation problem is first presented. This solution involves spectral factorization of polynomial matrices and assumes knodedge of the process parameters and the noise statistics.
I. INTRODUCTION
z-transfer function solution to the fixed-lag multivariable smoothing problem has recently been presented by Moir and Grimble [2] . This solution is related to the continuous-time fixed-point version derived by Shaked [8] , but was obtained as the limiting case of the solution to a finite-time smoothing problem. Similar s-and z-domain Wiener-type solutions to the optimal filtering problem have beemderived by Shaked [7] and by Grimble [9] , [lo] . These estimators can be used for on-line smoothing or filtering by employing either the weighting sequence or transfer function forms of these devices. Hagander and Wittenmark [l] derived a computationally attractive implicit (without explicit spectral factorization calculations) fixed-lag self-tuning solution to the smoothing problem for scalar ARMA processes. The explicit form of their result is equivalent to the aforementioned [2] frequency domain solution. Hagander and Wittenmark [l] employ a Bayesian approach and innovations signal model in the solution of the fixed-lag smoothing problem. The innovations model parameters are estimated on line using extended recursive least squares or the real-time maximum likelihood method. The assumption is made that the order of the ARMA process is known or can be identified beforehand.
In the following, a multivariable version of the problem in [l] is discussed using a z-domain approach and polynomial matrix algebra [4] . An explicit solution for the optimal smoothing, filtering, and prediction problems is presented in Section 111. This solution assumes that process and noise statistics are given. No such a priori information is assumed in the self-tuning Section IV. gineerin Sheffield City Polytechnic, Sheffield S1 lWB, England. He is T. J. Moir is with ,the Department of Electrical and Electronic En- now n& the University of Strathclyde. Glasgow G1 1XW. Scotland. M. J. Grimble is with the Department of Electrical Engineering. University of Strathclyde, Glasgow G1 lXW, Scotland.
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The parameters of the innovations signal model are estimated using a technique due to Panuska [3], and the optimal estimators are implemented directly from these results. Self-tuning filters should prove valuable in many industrial fdtering applications ~5 1 .
DISCRETE-TIME PROCESS DESCRIFTION
The discrete-time process will be represented in both state-space and vector difference equation forms. This will enable the relationship between the Kalman and the z-domain results to be discussed.
A. State -Space Model
Consider a signal y ( k ) corrupted by a white noise sequence u( k ) and observed as z ( k ) = y ( k ) + u ( k ) .
(1)
The state x( k ) is generated from the following stable, completely observable discrete-time Markov process:
where the output and, by assumption, r = q. The Gaussian white noise sequences o and u are assumed to be zero mean with covariances
The matrices Q and R are assumed to be symmetric and positive definite, and the system is assumed to be in operation from time
The input-output transfer function relating the signal and the
driving noise is given as
and The signal can be calculated from the convolution summation
The observations signal can be represented similarly:
where { c( i ) } is a white zero-mean sequence with covariance:
and S ( i ) = l for i = O and S(i)=O for i # O . The signal P must, through (lo), generate the same spectrum as the observations signal, so that
where
It is well known (Anderson and Moore [ll] ) that a Kalman filter can be used to construct the observations signal a( e) given the white noise innovations signal. Thus, e(-) can be identified with the innovations and F(-z) represents the return difference matrix for the filter (Arcasoy [5J). The covariance matrix for the innovations (Sage and Melsa [12] ) is given as R , = R + CPCT. 
Note that
where P represents the positive-definite symmetric matrix which satisfies the steady-state Riccati equation:
The return-difference relationship (12) follows by algebraic manipulation of the Riccati equation.
B. Vector Dzfference Equation Model
The vector difference equation (VDE) model for the system becomes
where the zeros of det ( A ( x)) and det( C( x)) are assumed to be strictl outside the unit disk in the x plane. Note that A ( z -' ) and C( z-) should not be confused with the matrices occurring in the state equations since the arguments in z -l will be retained. Unfortunately, the notation for both system descriptions is now standard. The equivalent innovations signal representation becomes
The polynomial matrices A ( z -' ) , G ( z -' ) , and D ( z -' ) can be represented as
The matrix A ( z -' ) will be assumed regular (that is, Ana is assumed to be nonsingular). The zeros of det( D ( x ) ) and thus of D ( x ) are required to lie strictly outside the unit disk in the x plane. That is, D(Z-')-' is required to be an asymptotically stable transfer function when performing the spectral factorization. The equivalent VDE spectral factorization result follows immediately as D(Z-')R,D~(Z)=C(Z-')QC~(Z)+A(Z-')RA~(~), (204 and from (12) , the relationship between D ( z -' ) and F ( z ) can be established as
To simpllfy the following discussions, the usual case where n, G n, -nd = n , will be assumed to hold. If (20) is multiplied by z", and the limit as z + 0 is taken, then
and with the assumption that A ( z -' ) is regular, then
Note that the above assumption is only necessary to allow R to be calculated, and it follows that the assumption can be relaxed if R is known a priori.
FREQUENCY DO-WN SOLUTION TO THE LINEAR

ESTIMATION PROBLEMS
The optimal linear estimator to minimize the performance criterion
for the system described in Section I1 and given the observations { z ( f ) } , i = k , k -l , k -2 , . -. canbederivedinthezdomainand can be calculated using the following results.
Theorem 3.1 -Optimal Linear Estimator: The optimal steady-state filter (I = 0), smoother (I > 0), or predictor (I < 0) can be calculated using
The notation { f(z-')}+ is used to denote the transform of the positive time terms in the expansion of f ( z -' 1.
Prooj The proof follows from the results of Grimble [9] (I G 0) and Moir and Grimble [2] (I > 0).
The time-invariant estimator can be implemented in the weighting sequence form:
where H( k; I) is the impulse response sequence of the optimal estimator andy( k -Ilk) denotes the least squares estimate of the signal at time k -I given observations up to and including time k. The estimator transfer function matrix c
H ( z ; I ) % T 1 ( H ( k ; f ) ) .
The expression for the transfer function matrix for the estima-tor can be simplified using (12):
A. Filtering and Smoothing
The results will now be specialized to the filtering and smoothing problems ( I > 0). Recall that F ( z ) can be expanded as a convergent matrix series in z-l:
Thus, from (23),
{-}+R:'F(z)-1=zrz-'-R{F~(z-1)-1z-'}7R;'F(z)-1 (25 )
and the final term in braces can be expanded as a Taylor series up to I terms:
Thus, let
then, collecting the above results, for 12 0,
H ( z ; I ) = ( I , -R P l ( z ) R ; ' F ( z ) -l ) z -' . (27)
The polynomial matrix P,(z) can be calculated using the algorithm in Appendix 1. The optimal smoothed estimate can be calculated using
where, in this last equation, e ( k ) = F( z)e( k ) and
Notice that, in the filtering case, I = 0 and P l ( z ) = I,, which leads to some simplification in (28). Also note that the smoothed estimate can be expressed in terms of a filtered estimate and a correction term (Appendix 2).
B. Prediction
The results for the prediction m e are somewhat different from the foregoing. Let I, = -I > 0; then from (23),
Introduce b ( z -' ) and A ( z -' ) where det(i(z-')) = det(A(z-')) and A(0) = I, via the relationship
and let H ( z -' ) and G ( z -' ) satisfy the diophantine equation
where the order of H ( z -' ) is nh = l1 -1. Thus,
L ' I H (~-' ) + G (~-~) A (~-~) -' =~(~-1 ) -'~(~-' )~/ l
and (31) may be simplified as
The optirnal predicted estimate can be calculated using
This is a multivariable version of the predictor derived by Wittenmark in 1974 [13] and presented in a multivariable selftuning form by Tanttu in 1980 [14] . Thus, it is unnecessary to develop the self-tuning predictor here, but the above result does pro\ide some unification of results in this area.
IV. SELF-TUNING SMOOTHING AND FILTERING
A. The Scalar Case
Hagander and Wittenmark [l] considered the difference equation representation of the process of (18) and (19). They assumed that the noise covariances and process parameters were unknown, but that the order of the polynomials was given. The following algorithm was proposed in [l].
Algorithm -Scalar Case:
Step 
The two steps of the algorithm are repeated at each step of time.
B. The "utivariable Case
This section serves as a natural extension of the work of Hagander and Wittenmark. An explicit polynomial matrix solution to the multivariable fixed-lag smoothmg problem was presented in Section 111. To determine the expression for the zdomain smoother, prior knowledge of the noise statistics and the plant matrix parameters was assumed. Further. a matrix spectral factorization (12) has to be performed in order to determine the polynomial matrix F( z -') and the innovations covariance matrix R,. The self-tuning multivariable smoother proposed in the following section alleviates these difficulties in the same way as that of the scalar smoother of Hagander and Wittenmark. The following assumptions are made.
1) The signal-generating process is linear, stable, and can be expressed in VDE formal, both from an innovations model (18) and a process model (17).
2) The degree of the A ( z -' ) polynomial matrix is assumed knona and n , = n d .
3) The dimensions of the observation vector and the process noise vector are known and are equal ( q = r).
4) The parameters in the process are assumed to be constant or slowly time varying and the noise sources are assumed to be stationary. The self-tuning smoother may be constructed by reference to (28). Clearly, the innovations sequence, P , ( z ) , R , and R , must be calculated before the estimate may be found. The matrix P , ( z ) can be obtained using the algorithm in Appendix 1 once the innovations model polynomial matrices A ( z -' ) and D ( z -' ) have been obtained. These matrices and the noise covariance matrices can be estimated using the algorithm of Panuska
Parameter Estimation Procedure:
First write the innovations ~31.
model of (1) in the form
with
and Panuska, estimate the parameter vector 4, and hence construct the matrix coefficients Ai,D,,i=1,2;..,n,(n,=n,),
Step 2: Estimate the innovations vector
For I # 0, compute the variance RE( k I).-
Step 3 Step 4: If I = 0, go to
Step 5 or else compute P I ( . ) from
Step 5: For I = 0, compute the filtered estimate using AT( Z ) DT( z)-' using the algorithm in Appendix 1. 
Equation (37) can be interpreted as the observation equation for a state-space model of (18) with the state vector representing the (unknown) constant parameter vector e( k ) = 6. The state equations for the parameter estimation model become
The extended Kalman filter algorithm proposed by Panuska 131 may be employed to estimate 8 and the covariance matrices R and R , .
Algorithm-4.2.1 -Parameter Estimation:
Initialize d(0) = eo,
and
The measurement noise variance may be estimated from
Now denote S = RR;' and let
The self-tuning filtering or smoothing algorithm follows. AlgoRthm 4.2.2 -Self -Tuning Smoother or Filter:
Step I : Using the extended K h a n filter algorithm of (39) or else compute the I-step smoothed estimate from
The above steps are repeated at each sampling instant.
Remarks:
1) The system matrices are identified directly from the innovations model for the process, and this avoids any spectral factorization stage. The algorithm can therefore be classified as an implicit rather than an explicit self-tuning estimator.
2) The implicit smoothing filter may be compared to the work of Hagander and Wittenmark, since for the scalar case, and hence from (48), with PI( z ) calculated using a( z ) / b ( z ) .
3) For the scalar case above, the noise variances R and R , may be found together as a ratio and can be employed directly in the smoother/filter equation. Under multivariable conditions, only in the filtering case can RR;' be used in the solution directly 4) The information matrix & ( k ) is dependent on the previously estimated innovations. The most recent estimate of the plant parameters is used to calculate this approximation to the innovations:
( s = R R ;~) .
B ( k -i ) = z ( k -i ) -$ ( k -i ) B ( k l k -l )
for i = 1,2,. . . , n d . The !dependence of the information matrix on the parameter vector 0 gives a nonlinear estimation problem which is solvable using the extended K h a n filter.
5) If the computed innovations (residuals) in the information matrix + ( k ) are assumed to be independent of the estimated parameter vector B(k), then it is clear that 6) For filtering problems, the matrices Ana and Dnd can be estimated by calling a conventional extended recursive least squares algorithm r times. For smoothing problems, the innovations variance matrix R, may be estimated via (46), and an extended least squares algorithm can be called r times to estimate A ( z -' ) and D ( z -' ) . Clearly, there are similarities with the work of Mehra [20] , [21] on the identification of dynamic systems.
C. Numerical Considerations
To avoid the matrix A( k + 1) becoming singular, (45) may be replaced by [3] 
A ( k + 1 ) -' = A ( k -' + & T ( k )~; ' ( k + l ) & ( k ) + 6 1 (54)
for some small real scalar 6 > 0. In the same spirit, to avoid Ana becoming singular, (49) may be replaced by
~( k ) = ( a ,~+ S l 1 ) -l i ) n d W L ( k )
for some small real scalar 6, > 0. Under the given assumptions, the problem with singularity should not arise after the first few iterations of the parameter estimation algorithm.
V. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
The following discussion of the convergence of the self-tuning smoother or filter is based upon the work of Panuska [3] who used the asymptotic convergence analysis of . It will be shown that the parameter estimates generated by the algorithm converge with probability one (w.p.1).
Assume that all absolute moments of the sequence .(a( k ) } exist and are bounded. Recall that the system (l), (2) was assumed to be stable, and assume that the equation generating e( t ) in (47) is stable. Note that the regularity conditions described by Ljung [16] can be satisfied. Thus, to apply the theory of [16] , first obtain an alternative expression for the Kalman gain T ( k ) in (43). Write (43) and (54) in terms of
Note from (44) and (54) that
. & T ( k ) A , ( k + l ) -'
~~( k + l ) -' = A ( k ) -l + e T ( k ) A , ( k + l ) -' e ( k ) ;
thus,
The convergence analysis depends upon associating (57) and (58) with an ordinary differential equation that includes the necessary information about the asymptotic behavior [16] . This equation will now be defined in terms of stationary processes resulting from the algorithm when the parameter estimates are held at constant values 8 ( k ) = 8 and R E @ ) = R , . -Then G ( k ) , # ( k ) , and B(k) would give rise to some G ( k ; e), # ( k ; e), and Z(k; e) for large k. Now taking the expectation with respect to
f ( e , R , ) = E { G -r ( k ; e ) R ; I Z ( k -e ) } (594 g ( e , R , ) = E { G -T ( k ; e ) R ; l G ( k ; e ) } (59b)
h ( e ) = E { q k ; e)z(k; e)'}.
(59c)
It now follows from 1161 and by reference to (57), (58), and (46) that the behavior of the estimates can be described by the following coupled ordinary differential equations as k + co :
Global stability of (60) implies convergence w.p.1 of (57) and (58), and furthermore, the possible convergence points of the algorithm are the stable stationary points of the corresponding differential equation (60). The convergence properties of the algorithm may now be summarized.
Theorem 5.1 -Parameter Convergence: Consider the stable system described in Section I1 and assume that the algorithm assures stable generation of E( k ) in (t7,). This can beachieved by allowing only the paramete; vectors e ( t ) for which D(z-')-' is stable. Then the estimate B(k) converges w.p.1 to a stationary point of the function v(e,R,)=E(i'(k;e)R;'Z(k;e)}+ln(det(R,)) (61)
~( k ; e ) =~~~( z -~)~~( z -~) Z ( k ) (62) -R,(T)=h(e(T))-R,(T).
where where A B and De are polynomial matrices corresponding to 8. The asymptotic properties of Algorithm 4.2.1 are described by the differential equation (60). From (59a), (47), and (61), obtain and choose (61) as a Lyapunov function so that
= -[ E { Z T ( k ; 8 ( 7 ) ) R , ( 7 ) -' C ( k ; 8 ( T ) ) }
= E -~( k ; e ) R ; q k ; e)) p ( + l f ( e , R , ) (i-
T -E~T ( k ; B ) R ; ' ( h ( 8 ) -R , ) R ; ' Z ( k ; 8 )
+trace{ R;'(h(B)-R,)} = -2fT(fJ,R,)p(7)-'f(e, R,) -t
r a c e { R ; ' ( h ( B ) -R , ) R ; ' ( h ( O ) -R , ) } i o . (63)
For the differential equation (60a)-(60c) to be globally stable and hence for (57) and (58) to converge w.p.1, the derivative of the Lyapunov function must be negative semi-definite. The convergence points of the algorithm are determined by the stable stationary points of the differential equation [16] . These follow from (63) 
Convergence of the Smoother or Filler
The smoother or filter transfer function may be written in parametric form as
H(z;I;8,R,)=(Z,-R(8,R,)P,(z;B)R;'F-'(z;B))z-'.
(64) Note also that the feature which ensures that D(z-') remains stable in the 'estimation algorithm also ensures that the smoother or filter is stable [see the return difference relationship (2Ob)l. The above results may now be collected in the following theorem. The representation of the multivariable system is not unique, but the optimal estimator depends only upon the input-output transfer function matrix, and thus the nonuniqueness of A ( z -') and D ( z -' ) should not cause a difficulty in calculating the estimator. The identification problem can be simplied by representing the system in a canonical form [23] , [24] . An alternative approach to the analysis of the convergence problem would be via the work of Goodwin et al. [22] . The signal vector is corrupted by white noise u and the white noise vectors o( k ) and u( k ) have variances Some idea of the signal-to-noise ratio for the example can be gleaned from Figs. 1 and 2 which show the signal, noise, and signal plus noise for outputs (channels) 1 and 2. The order of the above process (n, = 1) was assumed to be known, and the signal estimates for each channel were found using either the self-tuning filter ( I = 0) or the self-tuning smoother ( I = 10).
For comparison purposes, the optimal Wiener filter or smoothing filter estimates were also calculated based upon the actual plant model. The process was modeled using (18), and the spectral factorization equation (20) 
0.816
The matrix polynomial P / ( z ) is found using the algorithm in Appendix 1. For a smoothing lag of l =10 steps and n o =1, this algorithm gives
and Pz, P3; . e , P,, are given as P , = -P , -, D~, i=2,3;--,10 .
The innovations sequence can be generated from (18):
and hence the optimal (10-step) fixed-lag smoother may be implemented using
j , , , ( k -I l k ) = t ( k -I ) -R P / (~) R ; '~( k -l ) .
Simulation Results
The parameter estimates for the A , and D, matrices are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . The true parameter values are shown in broken lines. Fig. 5 shows the convergence of the measurement noise variance matrix R and Fig. 6 shows the convergence of the innovations variance R,. Figs. 7 and 8 show the signal. self-tuning filtered, and self-tuning smoothed estimates for channels 1 and 2, respectively. It can be seen (particularly with channel 2) how the filter and smoother "tune in" to the signal. The first few hundred estimates are erratic due to the parameter uncertainty. Figs. 9 and 10 show the difference between the optimal and self-tuning estimates for the filter and smoother, respectively. These errors reduce to small values as the self-tuning filter or smoother converges towards the optimal filter or smoother. Fi- nally, Fig. 11 shows the accumulative loss per channel. This is calculated over the time interval 1000-2000 s so that the loss function does not include the initial transients. For each channel, for i =1,2,. .. and this is shown in Fig. 11 for (a) the self-tuning filter (I = 0) (b) the self-tuning fixed-lag smoother (I = 10) (c) the optimal filter (Wiener filter, I = 0) (d) the optimal fixed-lag smoother (I = IO).
During this tirqe interval, the differences between the self-tuned and the optirpal losses (for the filter or smoother) are relatively small.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A self-tuning fixed-lag smoother or filter for linear mnltivariable processes has been proposed. A polynomial matrix solution to the fixed-lag smoothing problem was first presented. This solution involved the spectral factorization of a polynomial matrix and assumed that the process and noise statistics were known. The self-tuning smoother and filter assume no such knowledge, and the unknown parameters are estimated from an innovations signal model. These parameters are utilized directly in the smoother or filter, and in so doing, the process of spectral factorization is avoided. In the special case of a single input/output process, the proposed smoothing algorithm has been shown to be equivalent to the work of Hagander and Wittenmark.
The optimal multivariable predictor was derived by similar arguments to the above. However, the results were shown to be equivalent to those presented by Hagander and Wittenmark [l] in the scalar case and Tanttu 1141 in the multivariable case. Thus, this result provided some unification of different approaches, but it was unnecessary to develop a self-tuning prediction algorithm which had already been discussed by these authors. This leads to the following computational algorithm.
Algorithm
Data required: smoothing 1% 1 and degree of process nu.
Step 1 
